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About Us1

Who we are
Based in the city of London, London PT 
College is a private college. It was 
founded with the ultimate goal to offer 
quality, credible and certified 
curriculum with the aim of achieving 
outstanding examination results.

Why Choose Us?
London PT College provides mentor-ship on 
the correct careers to pursue and a smooth 
highway for our students through which they 
can realize their dream careers for greater 
achievement.
 
OurOur fee charges are reasonable and 
pocket-friendly.  We always ensure no student 
lurks behind and so we have considered small 
class sizes to provide for individual tuition by 
the teachers to every student and this has 
resulted in excellent overall performance. We 
also focus on boosting each student’s 
confidence and selconfidence and self-esteem.



Students are given learning pathways they can 
utilise outside of the classroom, ensuring they are 
making daily use of what they are learning and 
putting it into practice.

General English course2

Key features 

Facilitators and tutors are provided with a full 
digital package enabling them to use a 
learning management system that is easy to 
use and allows access to web tools and clear 
step-by-step guidance on how to use these 
tools in the modern classroom. This 
ultimately allows teachers to spend more 
timetime on preparing and delivering high-quality 
lessons.

A course book with thought-provoking 
images, texts and engaging video, designed to 
generate an emotional response; all helping 
teachers to deliver motivating and memorable 
lessons.

The English courses on offer at London PT College are mainly general English courses on offer are for both 
adult and younger learners. The course combines content from expert sources, with validated 
assessments from experts in the field.

London PT Colleges English courses encompass a unique mix of engaging classroom materials and 
reliable assessments, with personalised online content, enabling learners to make consistent and 
measurable progress.



English for Academic study3

Modules in this course are framed around a visually stunning and inspiring 
Discovery video/DVD. These are used in every unit to introduce original angles on 
a range of academic topics. The videos promote discussion, motivate and engage 
learners, and help to ensure that they are working with materials which lead to real 
achievements in the classroom.

This course largely sets out to enable the learner to begin thinking more critically 
and analytically. Giving learners the tools they will need to analyse information, 
generate ideas, formulate their own opinions and express themselves effectively 
in speaking and writing tasks.



English for Business4

The course is modelled on the Common European Framework with a set of 
competencies matched to the world of business English. This course effectively 
developed a set of specific business-related competencies and outcomes.

Our English Business course is unique in the sense it combines current business 
theory, business in practice and business skills - all presented using authentic, 
professional input - the course contains specific business-related outcomes that 
make the material highly relevant and interesting. 



English for Engineering5

The modules covered are relevant to various areas in the engineering arena 
including civil, electrical and mechanical. Delving into topics such as procedures 
and precautions; monitoring and control; and engineering design, making the 
course relevant and motivating.

Dependable texts and realistic tasks help prepare learners for their everyday 
working lives.

London PT Colleges English for Engineering advances the communication skills 
and specialist English language knowledge of engineering professionals, aiding 
them to communicate more confidently and effectively with colleagues and 
customers.



English for the medical profession6

The modules focus on numerous areas from one area of doctor-patient 
communication,  history-taking and examination to diagnosis and treatment. The 
course develops all four skills through a wide variety of activities.

English for the medical profession is a course we provide for doctors, nurses, 
medical students and generally any individuals in the medical profession who 
are in need of bettering their English and communication.
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